Do You Know Who King Philip
and King Alexander Really Were?
King Philip - 1600's, was really Metacomet, or Metacom and sometimes called Pometacom, a war chief of
the American land, aboriginal and indigenous. He was
a Sachem (where Sheik or Chief comes from etymologically). The Europeans called him ‘King Philip’. His
brother, Wamsutta was called ‘King Alexander. See
how changing the appellation to a 'name' is a party to
diffusion of the truth, and why we were told that Falsehood and truth is strangely mixed. The Europeans
called the aboriginal and indigenous people indians, but
we know better, as we know who the aboriginal and
indigenous people are and what they looked like. We
know they are the Moor (first navigators) Americans,
the true aboriginal native Americans found on the continent by the Europeans when they got here.

Check out Micanopy,
known as Micco-Nuppe,
Michenopah, Miccanopa,
Moc-an-opa and SintChakkee, which means
'pond frequenter', as he
must have spent a lot of
time at the pond, probably meditating, particularly on the insurgence of
the colonists, who wanted
to suppress the aboriginal
and indigenous people
because CLEARLY, they (colonist) were disrespectful
of nature, of life, of humanity. What can you expect
from uncivilized barbaric slaves, murderers and
thieves. This is the second of wars for the natural
people of the land against them. Micanopy was a war
leader in the Second Seminole Wars - Check out his
hair, as they are locks. Hair like lambs wool, skin like
brass - copper— as in the copper-colored people
found on the Continent .
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A Later King
Philip!!!
-1800
(left) was Ee Mat
La of the Seminole
Moors Family, a
war Chief from the
Second Seminole
War.

American: n. an Aboriginal or one of the
various copper-colored natives found on the
American Continent by the Europeans; the
original application of the name. —Websters
1828 American Dictionary of the English language and
1936 Websters unabridged 20th century dictionary.

Wow, we REALLY do need
to have schools that teach our
own — Don’t we? This information
is “Mind Blowing proof of the
Mental Slavery.
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